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and allowed to go their way. Murd :rers and other great
offenders were at once put to death. We can scarcely
adopt this primitive mode of maintaining order, and by
our codes, courts, judges, and witnesses we have no doubt
opened the door to evils of which the Punjab knew
nothing in Runjeet Singh's time. If the early colonists
of New York and Boston had retained their primitive
simplicity, those cities would not now be disgraced by
the slums, with their, vice, crime, and misery, which make
them too closely resemble the cities of the old continent
When society makes progress, new, social, and political,
arrangements are indispensable, the countervailing good
being much greater than the incidental evils which come
in their train.
In India there are Regulation and Non-Regulation
Provinces, the Regulation Provinces being those which
have been long under our rule, and are subject to all
our laws; and the Non-Regulation Provinces being those
to which our codes are only partially applied, and where
much is left to the discretion of the administrator. In
the former the chief offices belong to the regular Civil
Service, while in the latter military men as well as civi-
lians are employed. Both classes have furnished most
able and capable men.
Considering the resources of India its taxation is
heavy. Our Government pays its servants of every de-
scription, high and low, civil and military, with a regularity
utterly unknown under native rule, and the income must
in regularity keep pace with the outlay. When we read of
seventy millions as the expenditure, it must be remem-
bered that what is called the land-tax is really rent,
for in India the land has always been considered the
property of the state. This is kept before the mind of

